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INTRODUCTION

This paper is an effort to present some.of thiz Organizing Principles' which have

emerged in.the process of designing higher education programs for adults.
1

The

.anaiyaii which in presented here relies on some of the recent research and literature

on adult development, life stages, and learning interests. Th Organizing Principles

were not pre-determined, but leave. resulted from eight years Sf experience in

designing and 4MplemeutiAg baccalaureate degree programs for adults in the University

Without Walls Program (UWW) of Loretto Heights College (LHC).

The program has received approximately one thousand inquiries each year since 1971,

enrolled aboUt one hundred new adult students Yearly, served about two hundred

. persons a year, and graduated almost four hundred in a variety of areas of concentra-

tion. 'The age range of persons served has been-fro:n.16 to 74, with an average of 36.

.,It is this experience base which primarily informs the ideas and conclusions

presented here.

,Although a great deal of statistical data has been collected, it is not the purpose

of this paper to present it.' -.Nor has our prograM been de;igned as a research-project,

that is, establishing theoretical hypotheses and setting about to test them. Rather,

our approach has been one of "action research." Utilizing awareness, knowledge gained

from study, observation, and a wide variety of experiences we made assumptions and

designed our UWW program.to the needs of adults returning to college, as we

anticipated° those needs. Our experience with adult learners over the past eight year

period has caused us to.evaluate, refine and expand the-dritinal model. Thls paper is

intended to extract froma,complex array of issues and variables those which are basic

in considering the design of programs for adults. It is hoped that the delineation

of these Organizing Principles, based on our experience, will aid other educators as
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They consider Aduit.leariters as a population to be served by educational institItions

and agencies. It is also hoped that the Organizing Princiriles set forth here will

have impact on evaluation of programs for adults andalay laud to the development of

criteria useful in assessing the quality of adult programs. The focus of this

paper is the learzwr, as we hope the focus of all educational program delign will

be.
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BACYPROUND AND PERSPECTIVE

It is important to'note,the institutional philosophical environment within which

the University Without Walls Program was designed and developed at LorettoHeiehte

.College. Although%each institutional context must be considered somewhat unique,

we believe that certain aspects of adult development and learning can be considered

universal, at least within. this culture at this time in history. However, the

environment andthe values of both the institution and the program developers need

to be made explicit. If.there is maximum congruence between'the expressedivalues of

the institution, the program designers, and the perceived needs Of adults, programs

are more likely'to be successful than if there is dissonance between these factors.

The institutional mission of Loretto Heights has its roots in its more than 80-year

history as a-Catholit liberal arts college for women. In 1967, the College became

an independent, non-demoninational, co-educational institution. It has retained its

commitment to liberal learning, coupled with pre-professional and profess1.11r1.

undergraduate education. The College values, its small size (under 1000 etJecet.0

as a pre-condition for maximum individualization. In many ways, the Colluge describes

its unique character and quality in terms of its eapability to be person-centered in

an impersonal society. One might say that institutions of this type have the

potential (and often reai4 it) to improve our "quality of life," by focusing attention
, .

on the individual, within the context of a small community. Thib small institutional

model offers younger and older adults alike opportunities for each student to be

viewed as an individuAl and to be an integral part of a community. The small college

interpersonal learning environment has the potential to build self-esteem and also

provides a trainins ground for learning how to function in cooperative groups in

family, community and work settings. This kind of institutional setting provides the

sub-soil in which developmental approaches to education can prosper.

3
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Undergirding the development of the Univorsity Without,Walle Program were pirspectives

and beliefs within the College which supoorted a developmental point of view. Solna

of these perspectives were that:

adults can and do continue to grow and develop throughout their lives;

adults come to educational institutions hoping to find programs that

will be sensitive to, knowledgable about, and supportive of their growth

end development; and

educational programs for adults will achieve quality if they are

designel to support and serve adults' developmental and growth needs.

Therefore, we concluded that programs for adults must be enabling, as well as

instructional': Our basic assumption was that the learning that adults seek is more

than the acquisition of knowledge, skills, and credentials, although these objeCtives

are most often expressed. We contended that programs for adults must make 'qualitative

differences in these learners' lives. Because programs for older adults are-not

preparatory to life, in the way that they aro for younger adults, they must help.'

mature persons to make meaning of their complex lives arid must offer the potential to,

improve the quality of life in a variety of ways.

In this context and with these general perSpectives, we set out to design a program

to serve adults returning to college at the undergraduate level. Thn basic program

was the University Without Walls. Special Projects within the Un/versity.Without

Walls, designed to serve particular populations and purposeS, have also been developed

and implemented.2

By'a number of measures and criteria, the crogram.has been "sucecessful.". A primary

task, at this point in the program's develo ent, is to analyze why the University

WithoUt Walls hits worked so well for adult le rmers and how it can be adjusted,

'4 -



refined and improved. A second task is to draw from the reoent research and

literature on adult development and learning in order to discover the connections

between the theories of adult development and the practices of our'programs and

projects, thereby extracting the Organizing Principles which emerge tram these

connections. A third task is to articulate our findings and share them with

other's interested in these matters. Hence, this paper.

5
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LENIN( AND CHANCE

What learning has always been about is change. What change has always bean about

is discontent, dissatisfaction, dimeouilibriu, dissonance and disturbance. As

change oegurs, there is ,a need to move, a need to learn, and a need to know more.

In effect, to change is to transit from one state to another. We always experience

a sense of restlessness prior to our own changes, our own transitions, and our

own new learning. Without'this restlessness, wo would remain static, not learning,

not growing.

Each life transition is prompted by a sense4of discontent. In education, we speak

of these transitions as "teachabre'moments." These are the moments of °penes*,

curiosity, discontent, and restlessness which have the greatest potential for the

taking in and the absorbing of new 'earnings. It is these "teachable moments" when,

developmentally speakIngt we have out greatest needs for new learning in order to

solve new issues and learn to perform new tasks. So it is throughout our lives.

It is ourfdiscuntent and our transitions that give us some confirmation that we are

alive and are still capable of learning and generativity.

When adults voluntarily seek us out in colleges and universities, they are exhibiting

a symptom of discontent, of restlessness, and of transition. We must he keen

diagnosticiais to be able to identify what is causing them to be restless. Is it a

divorce? Is it a need to find A 'hew kind of career or work? Is it a need for

intellectual stimulation? Is it a need for new relationships?' Is it a need for

new self-knowledge? .Is it a need for the status of holding a degree? oe is it a
4
combination of these needs? These are adults' "teachable moments," tht'r times dl,

discontent. Without these discontents, they would not have to come.

.,
Each institution has an educetional*mcnu. Some colleges have large menus:. .thers

small. Some. are specialty houses; others are diversified. Some gay you must sit

9



in a particular room and eat a particular set of intellectual foods. Others, have a

broad cafeteria, where the eater may choose the type of food, its quantity, the

order in which the eating will occur, and the method by which the food is eaten. The

objectives are to satisfy the appetite of the diner, to reduce the hunger, to food

the need of the consumer, and to respond to the learner's discontent. The process

used is one which supports the transition of the learner from a este of hunger to a

new state of satisfaction. When a learner crosses the path of an'educational

institution during one of these "teachable moments," the result can be powerful.

And, so it is with all our learning, bur changing. and our tranottiovinc. Fi at,

there is the need for a diagnosis of the nature of the learner's discontent. Second,

there is the need4or ao appropriate system whicW can offer these diverse menus of

learning ex;veriences which may satisfy the adult lea'rn'r and aid in the impending

transition. The wider the array of possible program responkes, the more kinds-of

eaters or 14arnews an institution will be able to serve.

Each of us has our own intetInal clock for the timing, of our discontents, but we all

fall within some broad adult developmental patternsu Hence, our UW11 program's bias

is toward individualization. The infinite variety of sequences of external events in

adult lives, within the

needs, indicate that we

and individualization.

of developmental tiled*.

that we call adulthood.

relatively predictable patterns of adults' internal transitional

must design educational programs that offer maximum flexibility

Such designs will be best able to accoomodats,the wide range

which occur during the two-thirds of a person's life expectancy

7 0



Man! JtI.Ljrj12LettrWfiMjgljitaaj31N

Who is the edult learner! Now can we know what Adult learn rr need? And how can

w design our programs and institution's to moot theme' needs/

In order to fini.th* answers to these questions, we must pay attention to what the

research and literature tolls us about adult development and adult learning. But

also, some of the answers to these questions lie in our own lives and those of our

cc.leagOos and friends. For we too Are adult learners. We, oorsolves, are the

mirrors, the models, and the prototypes for the students. But for a fluke of

fortune, we eight lack the credential -- the M.A., or Ph.D. -- which our

students, seek from our colleges and universities. And so, in ddition to klbe

research, our own lives and th lives of our colleagues and peers give us *000 of

the best clues as to what Organising Principles should guide our adult program

development efforts.

4 What kind of college would we want to go to? What kinds of programs could it boat

into our busy, role-complex liv4s? With what kinds of faculty would we want to

learn' Our own answers to thifse questions era slim 04 appropri,te

students.

rs for Out

Who, thn;,iire we? We are women returning to school and to wotk. Mothers. Wives.

Ex-wives. Singles. We are men needing a shot at the next job. Striving. Financially

burdened. Restless. Busy. Ambitious. Husbands. Fathers. Lovers. All of.us

are the adult learner. Perhaps a bit bored. Short on time. Getting older. In a

hurry. Mart wasteful.

We are each men and women wanting to grow and learn new things. We are not totally

Secure. We are eqcountering crises in our personal relationships. We are looking for



new models, now mentors, neo difi srt tom, now sAtisfsetions, an. new frierui*ht

Vr ate unsuro of °omit's*. -In *pits of noodlna to oppoor cortein and oonfidont.

In 010401040 4rrd in our own liter experiences Aro the trisatworthy clue* to adult

dovoloP000t and to dosianing Progress for &IS. TO us* C411 111400 0 coma

(eon !Almelo it is our owes Vetting into the Adult World," 044. 14atth A06_

our "Deadline hocajos." our "Settling Dare," our "Second Adolovonc#14," our

"'Mellowing," our "rinishing lip" stag** that are the Adult treneitions which should

inform thOesign alements of out proem:as. Those looming procossos and subjects

which are appropriate for 40 4,0 Also approOriato for our stodente. Woo are the

ones who ere on the ogo 40,041100400R scales. We are the Solt-Protective. the

Conformist, the Solt-Amara, the Con 'tomtit/us. the Individualletic. ;,ho Auton001000,

and a few of 04, the Integrated ones of whom Jane Lopvingor writos.
4

tae Aro the

Converser.. "Ivorgors, Aecommodators, and Ass

In his Learning Styles inventory.

ilitors whom David 0:010 d'mcrtb'*

It is from our knodied -go of oureelvos pod our peers, as well 40 from the research 4

litereture, that we will be able to build appropriate programs for adults programa

Which are not removed, not ivory tower, not elitist and not excessively academac. Wet

need to behave not duly as researchers, but as adult learners --devel ping, procticine,

analysing, refler/ing observin4, generalising, experiencing, and working together

as we design education for adults. We are program developer* who are also peers and

learners with otaer adults, all of us learning. If we view ourselves and our students

as collaborative learners. OW program designs will have integrity and value. for we

are not only programming for others; we are indeod, also programni g for ourselves.

Trusting in our own self-knowledge. we will consciously she dellherately -be-able to .

own the needs of others who are not only our student% but, in this case, also our

peers. "Up-down" hierarchical relationship* will not work. Mutual attitude.% veuslity

and collaborative searching will store likely be successful.

9- 2



--ENTIONCE: REASONS-FOR ENROLLING AS DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS FOR PROGRAM DESIGN

In Weathersby's study o`-'dult students at Goddard College between 1976and 1977,

it was found that addlts returning to college could be classified in terms of szven

essential motivations for enrolling. 6. H22% returnedto "work on career goals."

14).7 sr,;1&11,c.y cw(7?Pri "unfiniShed business." 16% claimed a need for "re

urieniation and re direction." 14% wished to "pursue valued interests in an

individualized manner:" 12% desired "personal growth." 10% were looking, for

"challenge and intellectual stimulation." 7% claimed that it was "the right time

to enroll."

In designing programs for adults and in developing admissions procedures and processes,

all' of iG. yinAva::ors must be kept in mind. Each program must decide if

interested in accommodating all, a few, or. only one of these motivations. It doesn't

make any sense to debate whether personal growth, intellectual development, or

career goals are valid institutional goals missi7s if ono recognizes that-a

combination,of all three goals are likely to be present w n the potential population

to be served. Some schools will choose to expand their capabilitiei and parameters

and to east a wide net." Other will choose to do that which is already withiii--tbeir

a!,4 misslon and which they preceive themselves as having the resources to

actomplish quickly and effectively.

The University Without Walls Program at Loretto Heights College was ambitious, in this

:.regard. Being a stroll institution immersed in the process of institutional change in

1971, the opportuni to design a program from scratch, with a "Clean slate,"

present. And that is what was done. In retrospect, the program's design can be,

analyzed in terms'of.the,seven motivators described by Weathersby and the responses

UWW made.to each of them.



In order to respond to a wide variety, of individual career goals, and to accommodate
. e--

the teality 'of' rapid and continuing changes in.,the world of .work, the 'UWW offers its
!'

.

% i
B.A. degree with depth areas, (called Areas of Concentration to distinguish them crom

Y
-7.

the regular pre-designed- mv..jors offered by the college) in a broad array of

These Concentrations are individualized as to both content and methods of learni g
8.

Degree requirements are stated in terms of desired "balances" and overall minimtlm
9.

,

1

,-..,nt.mbers of credits. A minimum'of 128 semester credits is required for the B. ., with
.

A;., ..-
C : .

a minim= of 30 credits 31 the-Area of Concentration (depth) and a minimum of 4 credits

(1/3) in Liberal Studies (breadth). Each degree program must be balanced in t rms

of breadth and depth, theory and practice, and the use of.a mix of learning re ources.
.

Within these broad but explicit parameters, total individualization can take place.

This approach takes into accounttheinfinite mix of experiences, competencies, back-
.

grounds, and goals.which adult students bring to the program. It also moves the

program's,facUlty to think about "competency outcomes" and definitions of trarizatedness,

as opposedato concentrating either solelyLor"time spent/credits accumulated outcomes"

or curricula "content area inputs," as'the criteria for the atmrd of the degree.

In recogni on of the-2"unfinished business" Motivation, UWW helps to move adult students

.
along Vo completion as quickly, as is academically and financially feasible. To

,

accomplish this end, enrollment is. monthly apd schedules are flexible within 16 week

semester (Learning Segment). parameters. The use of courses at many convenient, .

accredited colleg s and universities, as wellas theoretical independent studies and

''eexperiential indepndent field projects, 'expands the options within which adult students

can manage time, along with, maintaining family,. community and work responsibilities.

\ I.

The°Advanced Standing Credit Proposal process; whereby students can gain academic

credit for prior non-college learning, is an:important innovation, which recognizes

ompeLencies already acquired anoLshortens the time required to complete a degree

program. '10.

- 11-



The value of the credential and the resultant feelings of nadequadY.often brought : .

on by not haVing a degree in .a credential-oriented culture are recognized from the

fitst conversation with the Admissions Coordinator k.i throughout the relationship/
,_- /

with the program. Efforts are made to build'each/student's self-esteem and-to
.

____ ,
identify and express value for experiences and competencies. Too often, degreeless

V

adults have felt put down and inadequate due to their IAA of the credential.

The motivation to gain re-orientation and -ire- direction is reiurerced continually

by the.explicitness,of the. planning process in UWW.. Beginning Uith the admissions

process, the application asks fOr,amongother things, written essays on "Where have.you
A

been?", Where are you now?",'and "Where are you going?".. Each learning contract, ,

written for each learning experience each semester, must state long and ,short range

goals. Individual advisement sessions with the faculty advisor concentrate on careful

planning of learning experiences and degree programs. Advisors continually raise

issues of re-orientation and re-direction. Changes in degree plans And amendments

to learning contracts are encouraged, as new learning experiences open up n'w

opportunitiand perspectives. Change is viewecras normal and desirable. Plans

are not locked in. But explicitness and consciousness of the forces producing these

changes are continuouslioxamined and articulated. "Why?" is the key question.

"What?" folloVs that; and then "How?". Indeed, "a planning curriculum" is implicit

throughout the UWW process.

.

Because people learn best what they are interested in, it is important to present a".

wide array of options so students,may begin'where they are and move slowly toward

new ground. People are so accustomed to being tOld."no" by institutions and being

given a prescribed set of courses to take without regakd to whothey are and.what

they have done in their lives that our students often begin the prograni by asking

permission of program staff andiculty (not a very adult-likehabiti.--""Can I really

do..?"isa.universal.queseion asked by students during the earlystages of the UWW

12 7



process. At-some point (the earlier the better), ouroAdult students begin to

,believeland'trust.that we,mean it when we'say, "You propose What you-want to study,

and do and why, and.we will respond to your proposals. What makes sense will

probably be.0:K.: We are here toeupport.your leaining interests and career goals,

not toplay parent and give you permission to 'take a giaht step.'" Ie-orientation

andne-direction for adults depends largely on.persone being able to freely sample

.widely.and,to.base their new decl.sionc. on current experiences, Iniriuing valued

interests in an individualized manner.

?ersonal growth needs motivatesome.adult studentafb re -enter college.. Colleges

oftedite.aboutpersonal growth in their catalogues, but also assume that growth

will be by- product or thecurriaulair and of the residential, life style of the

campus. The conventional college model is to provide for personal growth in the

non-classroom aspects of the college - dorm life, student services, campus ecaniza-

tions, athletic programs,'etc. Since theseexperiencqs are not accessible -to

working, family-responsitile adult,'other means must -be found to meet these personal

growth needs, consistent with adult life styles. In addition, theersonal growth

needs confronting adults are wide. and varied and are unique to each individual. For

a forty-five year old woman expe?lenCing a divorce after twenty-five years oflarriage,

personal growth can mean taking charge of her check book for the iirat time. For

a fifty year old man anticipating changing jobs, personal growth may mean risking his

ego
1

in a job interview. ,For a twenty-six year old woman; personal growth may mean

overcoming the aftermath cf deciding to have an abortion. For adults,-personal growth,

often revolves around developing the ability to take risks, to try new things, to cope

with new prob4.ems, and to find one's self able and competent..

the.faculty advisor/student one -to -one relationship is viewed As the central
,

.

core of the program design and provides students with opportunities to work through

these personal gro wth area with supportive persons who function as friends and
. . .

mentors.

-- 13 16
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The admissions application asks candidates for AdMIssions to comments on their

perceptions oft
11.

hemselvds in terns of 16 personal charaCteristics. Personal

assessment is of concern from the outset. The desired outcomes for theB:A. degree

. through UWW state personal growth and deve opment as. an objective. The Degree

Review process includ opportunities for each student to address the area of

personal growth as he /she experienced it in the program. This may-be done orally,

in written form,- or in other media. From beginning to end, the program keeps personal

growth and affect,ive learning on the agenda and in a central place in the UWW

experience.

Needs for intellectual stimulation and challenge are met primarily through the

content of courses, independent study, and independent field projects. Since the

UWW student maytake courses at a variety of colleges and at a variety of levels,

each person's level of sophistication in each subject matter area is likely to be

accommodated.

One of the significant dimensions of intellectual stimulation in4TWW is the non-,

competetive' aspect of the program. Since each student's program is individualized,

each person competes only with him or herself,. _There.are no Curves, averages,

GPA's, etc. to contend with. -The result is that 1) adult students often demand more

of themselves than others mould demand of them; and 2) the desire for high grades,

the satisfaction of intellectual rigor and stimulation are differentiated in :the

selection of learning experiences. AlthOugli both conventional lettergrades and

pass/fail systems are used, the student
0.

is graded primarily in terms of the quality

of what has been learned when compared with the original goals set forthrin the
#

learning contract,- and not in comparlson to other students:. Resource Persons and

Instructors often have had experiences with-Other undergraduates to use as a context

TFK

for evaluation. It is not uncommon for UWW students to take-graduate courses nor for

to

- 14 -
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Resource Persons to comment that these studentsi-independent wark and research is

on a par with graduate level work. Often, it is sidply a matter of life's

Circumstances that these students do'not already hold a BA.degree, not a measure

of their intellect, mastery, or general (..ipetence. Since UWW chooses to admit /

-studentiwith a :.-:de range,of:intellbctual competencies and academic backgrounds

the program design utilizes course work in a variety of. institutions. While a

student may be taking graduate-level courses in some subjeCts, he or she ma /be/
utilizing community college courses ancrbaskc skills labs in others'. Intllectual

-
:

stimulation and challenge can be found at all levels. Once again, indiidualization,
.

permits appropriate responses at a variety of intellectual levels. //

As for the motivation that says, "it's time to enroll," have taken that
.

literally. Mostof us know that we rarely make a significant nvestment in some

activity because someone else told us that we. ought to.' In /fart, adulthood is often
-

experienced awe time when we'do those things we choose to do. If we

have delayed our own gratification, such as ratUrning o school for a degree, for

.a number of years:because of other priorities, when finally decide "it is time

to enroll," we adults move rapidly.

Our experience in UWW indicates that, on the .verage, it takes a year to 'a year
.

and a half from the time of inquiry...to thecompletion of an application. This pattern

has implications for recruitment, enrol ent projections, application procedures,

follow-Up, and financing of the grog . In recognition of the difficulty people

hive in making the commitments ( t money, energy, etc..) to see a'degree program

through to completion and in o er to build self-confidence to return to college, we

12.
desigued.a.pre-entry explor- ory time called Project Transition.. In this four-

.month, six-credit sequen adults contemplating enrolling as degree candidates meet

small seminar gr up and engage in individual career/life-planning activities.

1 8
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In contrast to thL motivations for returning to school, the fears of. returning

to college cannot be overestimated. These fears often prevent adults from "taking

the big step" for years.

At the same time, when an adult student is ready, he or she is really ready and

wants to move befoie the derve disappears or something else happens in their

life to delay the.veTentry. In recognizing this, UWW registers and enrolls students

nine times each year (on the first Friday of. each month, except May, August and

December). Each person's semester lasts 16 weeks from the date of enrollmeni and the

student may select that month which best suits his/her personal and financial

requirements. In this way, the college takes full advantage of the twelve-Month
.13

calendar.

It is not long, after 'vitiating a program designed to serve adults that colleges learn

of these variables in. the motivations of returning adult students. The procedures
4 .

and.processes of admissions mustbe carefully thought thfough in order to account'

7.7--'-161.-these,realities. Program designs are best. when they-offer flexibility in

meeting these varied needs.; It is our conviction that no one design will be able

to serve everyone. But the most flexible design will be' able to accommodate the

widest array of adult students. Here, again, balance is a key word. In this

instance, it is the balance between presenting too many options and purposeful

,individualization. Standards and requirements, therefore, are best placed within
AM.

the learning processes and procedures of adult programs in order to pay attention to

adult development and learning ptterns. Requifements which only refer to curriculum

'content or input dimensions of adult programs are not sufficient and will not respond
.

uniformafly to all adult's developmental needs. This concept is important in the

evaluation and accreditation of programs for adults. We are accustomed tO evaluation

- 16.-1
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zriteria which speak to curriculum inputs rather than to learning outcomes. New

and apprapriate emluation designs for adult programs-must seek ways to judge

quality in terms of processes and developmental reeds, if they are to be effective.

The varied motivations and needs Of adults should inform our program designs. In

this way, we can best meet the needs of the, learner. Irograms which serve adults,

may, indeed, be inconvenient, for institutions, faculty and other college-personnel.

Adults go ta school at odd times and at odd places.-- They want our attention and,

support after regular work hours,._. Thii;leans that we must be willing to -Jerk late

into the evening and often on week-ends. Adults have to cope with personal tr:Igcdies
"f

and crises, such as death, illnes bankruptcy, moving, divorce, depression, parent-

chil&probletnse-and tie like.. .We must help adult students exasp the moments of

-availability when they arise and see them through periods of difficulty.; -Our

flexibility and our compassion as peers are important to this process... Evaluting
.

,ptograms fon adUlts in these terms will lead to increased quality, higher staAdardc

and Integrity for tour non- traditional efforts.

r,

OS.

I
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EXIT: THE END AS A DIRECTIONAL SIGNAL FOR THE BEGINNING

I have been impressed, throughout the eight years during wh..ch I have been Director

otthe University Without Walls Program at Loretto Heights College, with the

comments made by our adult graduates at the end of their B.A. degree programs,

their graduations, their Degree Review Sessions. These sessions are the last of

four points in the program in which the entire degree is reviewed and approved13.

It is intended to be more celebrative in nature than evaluative. The degree candidate

is in charge of the session. At each Degree Review session the Faculty Advisor, the

Program Director or other program administrator, and key Resource Persons (Instructors)

who participated in the student's program musimbe present. Often husbands, wives,

.parentse children, and/or friends attend. A variety OT erials are presented

Most of the almost 400 graduates have been very enthusias is about their UWW

expel ce. They speak in intense, sincere, articulate, and of en e ional ways

- IP
about the meaning of their UWW experience. I am the prone to smile with pride and

say, "When. the person and the program meet up at the very right moment in time, the

qualitative differences we seem to make in persons' lives are significant." These

celebrations confirm4or-m'that "we mattered"and that all the paperwork was worth-

while. They also re-affirm my belief that, in the words of Hillel, "to save a single

life is as if to have saved the whole world." These, instances most often occur with our

female students in their 50's, 40's, and 50's. Less often they have occured with

our male graduates in these same age groups. But when the men talk about the personal

significance of their TAN experience, they are persons who are making significant

shifts in' their persona) lives and career directions. It is in these personally

significant Degree RevieWs that 'I consider our program to have been most effective

and to have had the greatest imphct. In these, instances we have facilitated not

only the gaining of new knowledge and skills and delivered the credential (the degree),

but we have supported a developmental transition and helped to add a dimension of new

meaning and quality to a person's life.

- 18 -



A second group of Degree Reliiew experiences are those that reveal that a balanced,'

solid, intellectually defensible baccalaureate degree program has been completed.

The candidatecandidate for graduation quickly reviews the degree summary, displays his or her

portfolio, reports on the Major Work, atd does an adequate job of describing a

satisfactory B.A. program. But there is no power, no spark, no excitement. Both

relief and pride are exprdssed at being finished. These programs seem more instrumental

in nature. A specific purpose_has been served. But the quality of personal impact

is missing. Often these.are the experiences with our graduatesin their late

twenti,..s and many of the men in their earlyethirties. These graduates seem to be

finishing up an incompleted task4114 do not deem to have changed internally because

of it. For me, that's O.K.. The degree ptItgram will stand up to the next accreditation

.

visit, but it's conventional. N9 kick. No mission. No impact. We recognize, that a

.goal has, been achilved, but a'Imitiansformational change has not taken place. Perhaps

these graduates are 4.n the "deyelopmental phase",years and not "transition" years,

14... 15 .

its Levinson's terms. Or, in Loevinger's ego development schema, these persons may .

have reached the Conscientious stage, but are not yet at the Individualistic stage. .

A third set,of graduates -- those I agonize over -- represent a group who neither

understood nor valued the breadth and depth balance in the degree design, which

expiessed as.the Liberal Studies/Area of Concentration B.A. concept, nor valued the

one-to-one faculty advisor/student relationship, nor.appreci d thejoidividualized

processes, nor savored the wide variety of on- and off-campus learning,resources which.

they encountered and used. They seem to have been "doing somebody else's thing" --

their employer's, their mother's, their wife's, their parole officer's -- but not their

own. We fought with them all the way. We had "communications problems." We felt

manipulated and conned, andcame out feeling drained. We lost .% My secret hope, in

these instances, is that no one ever asks us for these transcripts or of

recommendation. These graduates gained a "certificate of attendance," chalked up

- 19 - 22



128 tredits -- but nothing much happened in their heads or in their lives. My

stomach aches at these Degree Reviews. Too often these graduateshave been .

!embers of-ethnic minority groups or ex-offenders. Sometimes they havebeen

women in their 50's, who believe that their "time is running out" and, that they

were really "educated" before they enrolled in UWW. Sometimes they halie been adept

businessmen, manipulating the college system as they have the commercial world.

Sometimes they have been angry yourig adults in their mid 20's, whqse consciousness

is still that of the flower children and of-the Vietnam holocaust. We had some-

thing that they wanted -- the degree. And their method of getting it was to pay

their.money and wrest it away from us. I close their files with a sense of failure

for not having dented their defensiveriess. Fortunately, they repres, a small

number of our graduates and do notdominate most 1.tfidegree programs. .

WMat do these three kinds of exit or grauda on experiences tell us? I !relieve that

they instruct us in a number of way's. But order po learn from these patterns, a

number of cautions should be cited. First, we must be aware of our own learning

styles, values, developmental stager and ego levels in order not to confuse ur

personal perspectives with the goals of the program and the objectives of the students.

Second, as program designers, administrators and faculty, we must be keen diagnosticians

and must utilize the research literature in order to gain insight into our studentsc

at the same time guarding'against destructive and limiting labelling. Third, although

we need to liave research attitudes, we must be careful not to view our students solely

as subjects of our inquiries, rather than unique human beings whose needs are to be

served. Fourth, we mutt recognize that motivations for credentials and new knowledge

and skills are.real and worthwhile; and although we might like to make qualitative

impacts in the lives of our adult students, it might'not always be possible to do so.

. Many kinds of students a;e worthy of our services. We must decide if we intend to

serve a variety of needs or just 'a few.' Fifth, we must become sophisticated enough

-20-
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to recognise anipulAtIon and, con games when we experience them. We must not permit

our llberal do-gooder instincts to obscure reality. We must learn to say " "no "" and

*.
to suffer the abuse of being viewed as "just like all the rest of .the Establishment."

If we learn to know the differences between our own prejudices and those real

injustices in the society, we might be able to reduce our defensiveness and not

be prone to accept guilt or blame for conditions over which we have no control.

Finally, we must continue to be willing to take some risks and meet people where they

are, in hopes that they may learn new ways of perceiving the world as they experience

usand'our programs as trustworthy.; Every college has a percentage of graduates who

'do not measure up to its ideals of academic quality or personal integrity. We must

keep our own sense of failure in these areas 19 perspective and not retreat into

elitist *positions of only accepting and working with "the bestiand the brightest."

Careful reflectioni at the time of awarding the degree can give us important insights

into our program designs and intentions. These occasions are ripe, for a host of

analyses. If experienced individually and personally, as occurs in UWW, they provide

rich opportunities for self-evaluation and feedbadk. They may, indeed, be our own

"teachable moments" as we learn and improve in our roles as adult educators and

program designers.



10

ACADEMICS: GUIDELINES FOR CURRICULUM CONTENT

APPROPRIATE roa MVO LEARNERS

In UWW, over, the past eight years, 4chav, found certain patterns to be true

in regard to structuring curriculum sequences appropriate for older adutp/ararners.

Since these patterns are often different from and perhaps even opposite front the

ways in which colleges have been designed for younger adults just completing high

school, it is important to call attention to them.

Older adults, by the very definitioa,o, their ages and having lived longer,

exceed their younger student counterparts in quantity and quality of life experience.

While 18 to 22 year olds in do affluent society are often the products of twelve years

of intense schooling and are "rich in theory" and "poor in' exoe.ie nide% adults

present a'contrasting picture. They are often "experience rich" And 'theory poor."

That Ise life has taught them much in the "school of hard knocks." They have solved

difficult huMan, paycholOgical and management problems as parents and family members.

They have often been involved in complex organisational and ocial issues as community

volunteers, church members, and political workers. They have met significant challenges

and demands as employees and workers. They often know what to do and how, but are

less able to articulate why their solutions work.

Consequently, programa for adults must insure a balance of both theoretical knowledge

and practical skills. A number of methods of learning provide opportunities for

theoretical study. ,Adults will often wish to take sem:nars in order to engage in

discussion and exchange ideas with others. They do independent study and reading

in order to become familiar with the literature of various fields while gaining

indeiendence in scheduling and time use. They take courses in colleges in order to

tsar lectures from experts in theii fields and measure their own expertise against the
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the Retorts and the instructor's knowledge. They take lessons in the arts or

complete tzar' 1s:with wall-known persons in order to capture the very best learning

.

expert 6s wLi accomplished professionals. More then 50Z of the credits sponsored

withtithe 11W program have been granted through those nerhods of learning classified

as "theoretical," that is, seminars, courses, independent 'studies or tutorials.

The "experiential" methods of learning, primarily independent field projects related

to internship, volunteer service, and employment account for the remainder. It is

interesting to note that'"experienc rich" adults seem to seek out the theoretical

and rather conventional ways of learning, while younger "experience poor" college

student* have needs for more experienced-based field projects.

By contrast,' most of the credit awarded in the Advanced Standing Credit Evbluation

process comes from experiential learning, related to prior on-the-job experience

and volunteer service. A lesser amount of AdYanced Standing credit is proposed which is

based on non - accredited theoretical training programs or non-credit courses.

Transfer credit from other accredited colleges which is classified as "theoretical

- learning" accounts for about one to two years of an average UWW student's dearer

ptogram. Three types of credit. -- transfer, advanced standing credit for prior

sin- college learning, and UWw-sponsored credit -- make up the total 128 credit (or norp)

B.A. degree program in UWW. Many times, the credits needed by a returning adult

student will be completed in theoretical study, given the experiential richness of

adult life. Adult program resource systems should account for these phenomena.

Another observable difference from conventional college sequences is the liberal arts/

major baccalaureate design. dustomarily, we expose young adults to the liberal arts

through various core courses. We also hope chat these somewhat superficial exposure,

to a variety of fLelds of study will aid them in relecting a major. The broader end of

of the funnel typically narrows into increasing specialization in the junior year.
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We frequently encounter two different types of adult students in UWW. First, there

is the person (often female) who had attended college a number of years ago, coLipleted

one totwo years of liberalstudies, had some idea or even.a beginning of a major,

dropped out to marry and raise a family, and is now returning to begin a new. Area of

Concentration for career re-entry purposes. This student will probably spend most

of her time in UWW choosing and implementing her'depth Area of Concentration. On

paper, she looks a lot like the younger adult in the junior year of college.

The second type of returning adult student (often male) has been employed in his

depth Ares of C5Inc n ation, and may not have broadened his interests in other fields

of study in many years. This person will need to concentrate on the theoretical

aspects of his or her own field; but also add the liberal arts component to the

degree program. In this instance, we will be designing an "upside-down degree",

that is, specialization has already taken place and there is a need for more general

ducation before a B.A. can be completed.

In any event, core requirements, designed for post-adolescents are neither relevant

nor useful for adult degree progrdms. Instead, we need to work carefully to design

appropriate "liberal studies" format for adults, which are neither frivolous nor

irrelevant and which recognize the,nature of adults' needs as well as the values of

our institutions. For example, examinations of adult transitions, values, and ethical

issues, social trends, and future technology are often relevant and interesting liberal

studies for a its. Basic academic survey courses may not be appropriate. In UWW,

our Project Transition design is an effort in this direction.

Adults often think that they know their own "learning styles." That is, they may

be aware that they learn best .by doing and then generalizing or abstraeti4;,or they

may learn best from lectures, films, and reading followed by discussion. Flhatever the

cognitive.self-image 'of the student, it is important to pay attention to these insights.

- 24 -
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Just as with younger learners, adults must first use those styles or media with

which they are comfortable and which they believe best help them to learn. This

means that adults must start with what is familiar. The fear of failure is great,

and new learning environments Impose great ego risks. It is not comfortable for

,adults to fail in the full public view of others, especially in the company of

teachers and advisors who may be younger than they are. So, while we support what

adult students can do well, we as educators must also find wayb of supporting persons

to take risks in new situations. This is the way self-esteem,''confidence, and

feelings of competence are built.

In UWW, we often refer to the development of these skills as "resourcing.' Resourcing

involves investigating many college catalogues for just the right course. It means

calling up experts who may serve as Resource Persons; meeting them, and asking them

to serve as one's instructor in an independent study. Resourcing means approaching

an agency or employer with a proposal for an internship ora research project, which

may have benefit for the organization as well as for the student. These activities

require self-cOnfidence and courage. They are frightening. They require the risk of

self and they may meet with refusal or failure. In the UWW program, the Faculty Advisor

and Coordinator of Learning Resources are available to support and encourage these

new resourcing activities. As the student gains skills in resourcing, self-esteem and

feelings of competence rise. An active citizen begins to emerge as passivity decreases.

rAlso, the adult sees him or herself as a consumer. It is important for the consumer

buy.the very best product that he or she can afford. College is expensive. Adult

students cannot afford to waste time or doney. By providing access to learning resources

both on and off one's own campus, we can insure that the student has access to the

---"broadest array of learning resources available. We as an institution can also be

L
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Selective and get the very beat instruction for our students. Not all the
,

brilliant teachers in the community are located on our nt Quses, although many

may be. Selecting the very best expert tp guide a res arch project,,supervise

an independesKI study, teach a course by lecture, or lead a seminar discussion can

be,one of the most valuable learning skills we can help our students acquire. The

result is often a confident, self - assertive adult who sees the community and the

world as capable of being approached. This reduces feelings of alienation and
0

impotence and moves-persons into positions to be better able to get what they need;

as well as give of themselves;

In sum, learning experiences' and curriculum must providaifor different. learning

styles. They must provide sufficient.opportunities for theory and experience, as

well as for refleCtion and action. Because adult students come to us with unique

combinations of background, the pr`algram design and UWW Faculty Advisor are able to

individually accommodate these needs. And, since competition is basically with

oneself, a non-competit Ve,-base is laid for the selection
/.,and-Iltainment

of quality.
-"

/ \

A special word should e said her about faculty. Itcis very important for faculty

who instruct hdult,s1/udents to be /Are of the inappropriateness of the "teachec as

lather" model. That is; a "oneledown" view of the stt4nt as learner and the faculty

member as seer is likely to turn off>Insult/and infantalize the adult student. Adults

are accustomed to making their,Own decisions and to being responsible for the

consequences of their actions. Faculty members who treat adult students like children,

or worse yet, like stupid children, will not'be appropriate for adult programs.

An ideal situation would be to provide.faculiy members and resource persons, who

work with and teach adults, with training in-adult development theory and adult learn-

ing needs. Exposure to various studies and literature, on life stages, ego development,
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and learning theory would aid faculty members to be more sensitive and responsive

to the adult returning to college. There are seeds here for powerful faculty

development efforts, which have promise ; not only to facilitate laculty p ofissional

growth, but also to enhance the persOnalgrowth and development of facult

.1.

Further, the utilization a material, which flows from practical life situations,

in a variety of courses and studies will best insure that the adult student will

. take these studies seriously. The word "relevance" is particularly important in

this regard. It is ona thing to pose theoretical questions to the young student

who may lack experience, but a faculty member will soon lose credibility with the
r

adult student whose experience base indicates that things are different from what

\"1.?v

c
the instructor has portrayed. In this sense, adults may be more challenging to

teach. We in universities can't get away with too much. Old graduate school lecture,

notes simply will not do. After all, we are,.indeed, teaching our own peers and

not our children. There is no more demanding audience.

\

Although it seems so basic, it should be mentioned here again that the very time

schedule and location of courses will regulate the use of them by adult's. Informal,

inviting physical environments are preferable to formali- school-like environments.

Convedience of place and time become primary criteria for adults in their selection

of programs and institutions. Although these 'variables are basic, they are never-

theless essential to consider in program dasign, if it is to be successful for adult

learners.



WOMEN: SOME SPECIAL NEEDS AND CONSIDERATIONS

In the 1977-78 acadamic'year, 922 of the enrollment increases in community

?-
colleges, four year collages, and universities were at ibuted to women.

Most of these women students were in the "non-trAditiqna adult age groups,;

beyondbeyond the age of 22. It would seem unwise, then, not to consider the special

),

needs of women when discussing educational programS for adults. Informal

reports froth colleagues in other' adult programs. testify to the fact.that their

student populations are usually from 60% to 80% female. Program desiiinjor

°adults in colleges," therefore, substantially means program design for female,
4

adults. And, since much of the research and literature on adult development_
.

and adult learning has been conducted with predominatly male populations, one

must monitor the conclusions reached by these studies when applying their results

to women.

First, we must recognize the-major Impact that tHe women's movement has had on

the life styles and patterns of women's lives over the past ten years. This impact

is significant for all of us. Although, in the late sixties and early

this movement may have.been viewed as "fringy" and somewhat radical in its goals

and strategies, no one can doubt.thai as the seventies draw to a close, almost

,..--every American family will have been touched by the issues,raised. Most notable

among these issues are those having to do with changing women's roles and the

resulting°"juggling acts" and variations in sequence of marriage, motherhood,

education, work, and singlehood, which women.of all ages and socio-economic groups

now experience.

The second reality influencing our life styles, and which impacts on women in

particular ways, is the fact of inflation in the context of affluence. Fe
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Twiddle -class American families can "mike it", at.present, with only one person

in.the.family. employed. For'rbasons which are primarily economic and value-
.

linked, ,women are cantering and re-entering the work force in unprecedented

numbers. Some interesting data is, as follows:16.*

More than 402 of the work force is female.

502 to 60% of'all women in the work force are married, ndt

welfare recipienteor single heads of households..

More than 502 of all women are now employed; 72% are

full-time.

Less. that 15% of American families are "typical nuclear families",

with one male breadwinner providing for female and minor dependents.

Looking at these data, some overall trends are obvious:

In thefuture; increasing numbers of women will simultaneously

carry on roles of wife, mother, and worker.

.- Working women will desire and need increased amounts of training

and education as they progress up the career ladders and salary scales.

Employmenl.adtis-to women's responsibilities and does not diminish

their Toles as wives and mothers. Time, resource, and energy

management skills are, therefore, essential.

Women returning to the work force, after some years of childrearing,

will be significantly "behind" men in their career development patterns.

Nk.

Women between the ages of 35 and 45 returning to work may exhibit

patterns of adult development and career maturity which are

typically observable in men between 25 and 35.

- Mosi women will, in the course of their lifetimes, be alone for

some time, and will need to rely on their own resources for basic
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'survival. Whether due to delayed marriage, choicei to remain

single, separation, divorce, or the earlier death of the spouse,

most women will be required to prOvide fortheir own economic

and psychological independence at.a variety of points in their ,

lives. In reality, women no longer maiii role choices, they only

make choices in the particular sequence of their many roles.

College education for women, therefore, is neither frivolous nor superficial.

It is not primarily a matter, of "self-fulfillment" or "filling in time" in self-

indulgent ways. It is the serious business of 'survival.

In spite of these data and fast moving'trends, role'definitions and socialization

patterns define women primarily as nurturers and responders to the needs of

others. Self-assertion does not-come easily for most women. And meeting one's

own needs is still largely viewed as selfish and unfeminine.

'Women's socialization in this culture has resulted in producing the following

female value ndrms:

Colleborativeness, not competetiveness.

Partnering, not individual achievement.

- Belping others, not working for one's own good.

Relationship orientation, not title-bound hierarchiacal

orientation.

Practical skills, not theoretical knowledge.

Money conserving, not money Owing.

Selflessness, not self-orientation
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Qualitative orientation, not quantitative orientation.

Process orientation and'expressive in style, not product.

Instrumental /orientation and objective in style.

In examining this list, some.can see the "double edged sword" type of bind'

many women are Caught in. While the cultuie, still male-dominated, pro-

,-.
fewees support for the second set of values, women are socialized in'opposite

ays. Indeed, even those ego development scales and moral development scales17'

to which we refer as "adult" development scales, imply a hierarchy of develop-

nt which definei the most developed or mature person as autonomous, independent,

and free of the constraints of others' definitions of the self.

Since colleges and universities are no leas free from these larger cultural

norms tanare any of our other institutions, it becomes important to examine

our institutional objectives in terms of. their relevance to women. Some

challenging questions can be posed in tt;lhEing about the new opportunities offered

to us Acsie design educational programs for adults and, at the same time, begin to

define those attitudes, skills, and values which appear to be neepied for cultural

survival and for the improvement of our "quality of life" in the future. .Ironically,

many of the characteristics now attributed to women and donsidered feminine are

those very characteristics which are often identified as being necessary for our

future survival as a people. A "conflict of values" is surely apparent; and

embivilance and confusion in our personal lives and institutions appear rampant.

Some of the questions which.need to be posed by institutions and persons designing

programs for adults (the majority of whom are women) are:.

- Do won have to become like men in order to succeed in academe

and the work world?



Can the presence of women champs our institutions and work

places for the better?

How can colleges help womengein the skills and self- confidence

to alter our institutional management systems and humanise

the world of workt

Row ,can colleges identify,value, and credit-the skills and

knowledge that women have gained through non-classroom

and non-traditional learning?

How can women be prepared for leadership roles as opposed to

subservient assisting roles?

Where ere the r ole models for women in higher edugation?

4

Who

are the Department Chairpersons? Who are the Project Directors?

Wino are the. Deans? Who are the Presidents? Where does thi power

reside? Who are the faculty members in adult programs? And

haw do needs for role models and mentors for women impact on our

program designs and staffing patterns?

and '.rally, we'now recognize a need to engage in serious research to explore
4

the adult developmeMt theories as they relate to women. Assumptions made about

women's transitions, ego development, moral development and developmental phases

and stages which. are based on studies of men simply will not do. Higher educe-

tioncOrpgrams designed to serve adults offer potentially rich reservoirs of

- knowledge and insight. And, as we proceed to discover "what is?", given our

partiedlar culture and time in history, we stould not forget to ask, "What might

be?" For the "quality of life" issues, which promise to dominate our thinking

over the next twenty years to the year 2000 A.D. seem inextricably bound up

MI6



with many of those values and characteristics we now attribute to women and

to their soniatisatia. In our quest for equity, we need to take care not to

"throw the baby out with the bath water" and hereby lose the piecious and

vital dimension of our culture -- that which s typically seen.as "feminine".

I
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ONE CASE EXAMPLE: A. "TYPICAL." ADULT LEARNER

The average UWW student at Loretto Heights College is 35 years old, wbps,

Anglo, and female. She has 2.6 children and 1.7 years of college, which took

place 10 to 15 years ago. Her children are in school all day, heading into the

teen-age years. She is experiencing, a marital crisis, even considering divorce

or sepiration. She has few marketable skills and must consider how to re-enter

the job market.

She is at the end of the "Catch 30's", and moving into the "Deadline Decide" of

the 40's (as Sheehy would call it). She is experiencing a new level of need for

intimacy with other. and has felt increasingly isolated as her children have

grown up and her husband has become more distant and interested in his career.

I
Her middle income status is comfortable, but not luxurious, and inflation is

eating away at the family's standard of living. She exhibits anxiety as she

anticipates higher college costs for her children over the next five to ten

years. It is becoming economically important for her to work to simply maintain

the failly's.lifestyle.

Al a woman, she identifies with the issues of the women's movement, but not with

the political strategies. She does, however, gain support for her newly emerging
4

needs'for independence from the movement and the press. This causes her to feel

less alone about her needs to achieve for herself, but creates guilt and conflict

within her family, especially in regard to her husband:

* remembers herself as a "good, solid 13 student" in college, but ne'er felt
. ,

conf.lent to excell in a co-ed, male7dominated college environment. She doubts
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her ability now to keep up with younger'students, to read difficult text

books, to writ; pipers, and to express herself in class. Shq fears the

possibility of failure. And, althoughe has chaired studies for the League

of Home:* Voters, organised PTA events, sung in the church choir, and volunteered

at the local hospital, she doubts her ability to succeed as a student. She

also has shifted from her earlier art and music interests to "wanting to work

with people" in a counseling capacity. Her own recent personal experience with

counseling and the resulting new growth she has experienced has convinced her

that there are many other parsons with unmet needs. She perceives herself to

be a good listener and a sensitive person who "has been through it all" herself.

She is aware, however, of a tough job market and knows that she needs to know

more about counseling and psychological theory Jr order to become a competent

professional person.

Graduate school seems like a distant ream and.an expensive one - but she

needs 'to design heNieeree program in terms of that popsibility, in case her

B.A. just isn't sufficient to move her into professional status.

Yea, she wants the degree and a new career. But'she is also interested in her

own personal growth, in new intellectual challenges, in finishing the "unfinished

business" she*started before ihe was a wife and mother, in gaining new directions

for her life, and in meeting, people.

. .

She.has heard about qww's flexible adult propram, but is skeptical that a college

wouId ever give her academic credit for her years of volunteer work and learning.*

-
Simple %ngs like how, where and when she will study worry her, given her smill

home and busy family. She has no money of her own, is probably not eligible for
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financial aid because of her husband's income, and is intimidated by the

financial, aid forme and the possibility of taking out a loan without any

credit base or probable employability in the near future.

She, needs anemone to talk to "right away" -- before she loses her nerve.

She has thought about returning to college for more than five years and now

is the time. She requested program Itteu,ture nine months ago, but jun could

not deal with the probing questions on the application. Recently, she took

a "New Directions for Women" class at the local community coil's, and began

to enjoy her student role again.

When she attended the LW Pre-Admissions Workshop, there were twelve people

there. Seven were Anglo women between the sges of 25 and 55. Two were black

men, around 33. Two were young Anglo men, bearded and wearing jeans, about

26. And one was a Chicano woman, about 44, divorced, working in a government

agency and talkative abut her need for finishing a dear*. quickly. About half

the group was employed full-time, a quarter of the group had part-time jobs.

and another quarter were not employed. Three were single. 'Four were married.

And five were divorced, separated or widowed. Most of the people lathe group

had just experienced a transit 46 or crisis within the past two years. A few

were anticipating channels that would take place in their lives very soon. The

men seemed to be in 4 more stable place than the women.

It was comforting to beer others ask some of the questions that were on her mind.

They, too, were confused by the academic vocabulary, overwhelmed by the cost and

intimidated by the application requesting an autobiography and a tentative degree

plan. But ft was good to feel that she was not alone. The intellectual challenge

of the conversation and the enthusiasm of the workshop leader were contagious and

invigorating.

36
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With a suture of fear, eacitemont, anxiety, end na ge r anticipation, oho was

movies toward a decision to apply. She had to begin sonewhoro -- and shoo did

not went a largo, impereonal environment designed for young people who were

clout, to her own children's agave than to hers. She needed support and encourage-

meet sad a feeling ttot hol lit, and ho! noods really matte/rod.

Was this Owe right place? Woo this the right time/ titan Ws the right

program?

Giving herself permission. she moved ahead. And that first step felt good and

adult and contirmina. She first decided to enroll as a Special Student, for

four month*, in UlfieoThroject Transition. If this worked out well, she intended

to complete the application to the UWW:R.A. program and got her degree.

Project transition would give her tour months in which to deal with the

logistic* of returning to school. Which hours did she need to be hose? Tor how

many credits should she register? Where would she study? What did she want

to study? And how vu she going to pay for it all?

Sho had taken the first big step. She had begun to take control of her own

future. Although soot aspects of her life were ending. It seemed clear that she

was asking new beginnings...transitioning...noving...into a new space. She had

already begun to learn new questions. Soon there would be new answers. She

felt good and renewed. She had something to look forward to



41104 PROJECT TRANSITION: AN EXAMPLE OF A SPECIAL PROJECT

DESIGNED tO MEET THE NEEDS OF ADULTS RE-ENTERING COLLEGE

In the course of implementing the UWW/B.A. ptogram between 1971 and 1976, it

-became apparent that a number of-persons experienced great difficulty in

deciding whether or not to return to cbllege at a particular time in their

_ ,..

. lives. For others, having made the decision to return to college to acquire
.

f5
.-t

a baccalaureate degree, it was often confusing to.determine which institutions

and which program was best suited to their particular,,iddividual's needs,

.resources, and goals. And, for still others, having made the decision to

apply toUWW,it was difficult to deal with the procedures

required by the UWW application process,to apply for'financial aid, and to select

an appropriate Area of,Concentration and career path.

Our UWW: data told us that although we received about.1000 inquiries annually, we

. typically enrolled only.one out of ten of these persons'in the program and, there-

fore,served about 100 new adult students each year. Where did the others go?

What frightened them away? What caused their delay and apprehension? How could

we identify and reduce those factors which tended to inhibit their return to
.

,

college? How could we assist them ih applying to our program?

)

In addition, we began to wonder if there might be groups of persons employed

. /
.
together who were potential UWW students; if they only knew about the program.

)Madv we asked, "Were there employers who were interested in encouraging their

employees to continue their educations.and increase their career ladder mobility,

who would welcome the presence of a college'' program located in their own work place,

visible and accessible to all?"
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At-the same time, we began to search seriously for the theory or theories

about adult development and learning which could explain why and how. pur

particular UWW processes and procedures worked for adults.. What was there

that was intrinsic the nature of adulthood which matched our UWW approach?

How could'we better predict an indiVidual's success or failure at the point of

admissions, thereby reducing the agonies and difficulties which were sometimes

experienced a semester down the road? And what could we learn'from the research

and literature which might inform our advisement and our procedures so they

might better match our adult students' needs? What were the connections

between thepiberal arts'', within the B.A. degree design, and adult's needs?

Were there ways of designing a "liberal studies" component for adult students?

These were the kinds of questions we raised as we began to develop Project

Transition. We saw a need for a short term, inexpensive, convenient, personally?,

relevant and "liberating" educational experience, prior to entry into the degree

program. We viewed the project as supportive to the decision-making process about

returning to college, while giving persons a relatively structured small group

1 environment within which to taste, and test the highly individualized UWW prOcess.

ye wanted personsltb be, able to put a big toe into the water before diving in

entirely. And, we'wanted to test our hypotheses about those aspects of the liberal

arts-which we thoughtdould be made relevant to and congruent with the needs of

the-adult learner.

A proposal was developed in the spiing o. 1977.andsubmitted td the Fund for

:thej , vement of Post-Secondary Educaton (FIPSE). It,wasfunded for three
I

years (1977-78 to 1979-80). It is this grant which has 'supported our research

efforts in the area of adult development and learning and has linked our UWW Program

at Loretto Heights College with -three other projects in other parts'of the cougtry

to form a Research. Network. 18'
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The basic design of Project Transition is built around the organization of

"clusters" or small seminar groups of about ten to fifteen adult Special

Students (non-degree candidates). Thdse clusters have met both on the LHC

campus and in locations in the community, offered by community organiiations

and agencies., The groups meet for two evening sessions each week for 16

weeks (one semester). Each session lasts about 2 hours. In addition,

individual counseling appointments cdn be made. Sit semester hours of
00

undergraduate credit are offered at a cost to the student of $200 (which is

less than 1/3 of the usual.$105 per credit LHC tuition, 1978-79). The

balance of the costs are supported by the grant and the college. More than

one hundred adults, ranging in age from 22 to 58, have participated in the

project since 1977.
.N\

Pre-admissions workshops and individual counseling appointments orient potential

students to the project. Often, persons inquiring about applying to the UWW/B.A.'/

program are adivsed to begin in Project Transition. Dozens of discussions with

local indUstry executives and personnel training officers have been held, along

with many presentations to groups of employees. .Although-some companies have

/
given verbal support to the project, announced presentations and offered to

supply facilities.and-some tuition support', relatively little enrollment has

resulted from these industry-aimed efforts. There bare a' variety of speculations

as to what this phenomenon means, although it seems too early to draw final

conclusions.

The student group,-then, is comprised largely of indivi41,J21.2.5sons seeking some

new personal and,career-related directionsin their lives. The group support

and interaction.which these students derive from,Project Transition is not now
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built into the basic UWW program design for all UWW students, but it appeiri

to playa significant role in easing the transition into college for many

adult learneis.

.The curriculum of Project Transition is based on the liberal arts assumptions

that all persons need knowledge of themselves, others, values, and the political/

social environment in order to function as free, learning and glowing human

beings.. Therefore, the four seminars,one month each iri length,-are-based in

these topics: Seminar 11 is "The Psychology of Adulthood"; Seminar #2 is

"Values in Human Experience"; Seminar #3 is "Perspectives on the Future"; and

1p

Seminar 14 is "Learning as Adults." The seminars are supplemented with a series'

of life/career planning and counseling activities.- -Also, some of the processes

Used in UWW, namely, the learning contract,.learning resource indentification,

the beginnings of, the advanced standing propo sal process, andevaluation.are

introduced and used within Project Transition. Readings, papers, lectures,

and group-discussions foilaw.famillaT academic processes and rovide a four-

'month-period for students to re-orient themselves to academe and to learn to

manage their time and energies in order to complete assignments and participate

in the group,seminars.
o

In the.design'of Project Transition, we attempted to select learning, activities

. 'which were likely to meetparticular adult needs, as.definedin the literature

and identified through our UWW experienCes. We distinguished in our own think-

ing between those external "marker events" and situations,which are .likely to

occur at some point in adulthood (such as death of a spOuse, children leavIng

home, termination of employment,. divorce, etc.), and those internal transforma-

tions,:which occur largely during our transitibn periods and which are'iore.

closely linkediooUr developmental phases and transitions, our ages,and our

'ego development stages than to sPeoific happenings.
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One might say that although both kinds of changes are often described as

"crisis", it is the internal transformational changes that are truly-crises.

Important- external events which happen to us are often-"emergencies", that is,

disturbances in our environment to-which we must respond. 'One example of an

"emergency" would be if our aging mother Dell down and broke s hip. A

second kind of happening orexternal marker event might be classified as a

"Problem". These are important occurrences which disrupt the nbrmalflow of

,daily life, but are amenable'to solution by thinking' through a variety of

approaches and moving toward new "answers". One example of this kind o4 a

"problem" might be the loss of one's employment. Although the issue may feel

critical, it is a problem that can (and probably will) be solved.

. A true crisis requires a significant change in our assumptions. A crisis may

be catalyzed by anxiernal or "marker" event, but the real work that must be

done is internal and requires significant amounts of intellectual and emotional

energy. Such a crisis may occur when children. have grown up and left home,

requiring a marital relationship' to.be redefinedlif it is to survive. Role

changes may be required; -mother may consider returning to work or4Chool; and

. former assumptions about daily living may undergo significant alteration.

Anothei example of an internal.trarisformation,'.which Daniel Levinson views ad.

.age-linked in males,.and which may be considered a developmental transition and

produce-a "crisis", is likely to"occur in men in their forties. This is the

period Levinson calls Midlife Transitioh" and "Middle Adulthood"; Sheehy labels

it "The Deadline Decide"; and .Erikson describes it in terms of "Generativity

vg. Stagnation". As a sense of the finiteness of life becomes apparent, these

researchers tell us that we re-examine our values and goals, seeking to better
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match and it the reality of our lilies with ideals dreams, and visions

We had established in our twenties and sought to achieve in our thirties.

Some writers view this period as a "second adolescence ", since we appear

to be experiencing a "crisis of identity" once again.We ask oursetves

questions about the meaning of life, how we are living it, and iihethiir we

want to make major adjustments in our life style. It feels like our "last

chance". Our assumptions are shaken. Our values are in question. Our

energies are turned inward toward self re-definition. This can be a time of

major upheaval, transition, and crisis:

.J

Resulting from these developmental internal transformations are definable.

"deVelopmental tasks". That is, we need to "work on" certain aspects of

ourselves and our lives in order to move through and out of a transition period

to a new state Of equilibrium freedom and match with'the-world:

If we see disequilibrium, change, transition, dissatisfaction,,indeed, crisis

-as a potential "teachable moment", we.can view these disturbances as positive

motivators tor new learning. It is this phenomenon with which Project Transition

hopes to deal.

By utilizing educational institutions to support persons and help them to better

understand these transitions,'prograi designs such as Project Transition can-build

on and tap into adult developmental processes, thereby encouraging new adult

learning, The potential power of these kinds oteducational model's is signifi-

cant. As we better understand the phenomena of adult development, we are more'

'likely to be able to tap into the implicit liberating curriculum enbeddedin the

developmental. processes and to design programs which truly serve the needs of adults'

and significantly impaCi on the quality of their lives.
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Tba following chart outlines how some of the specific activities (or

curriculum) of'Project Transition which are intended to respond to.the needs

of adult students and to aid them in accomplishing "developmental tasks",

which are internally generated and are potentially transformational 3n

nature.



UWW/PROJECT TRANSITION:

Activities/Curriculum.

1. Seminars

#1. The Psychology of Adulthood

Readings:
Passages, by Gail Sheehy

Childhood & Society by
Erik Erikson

Exercises:
a) Marker Event and life

line draWing

b) ences found in Passages
written paper

c) Learning Contract devel
sent and.draft

48

'AVW

CHART #1

Activities/Curriculum, Adult Developmeni

and Intended Outcomes

Adult Deirelopmental Needs/Tasks

Self-knowledge
KnOwledge of adult development-
Role clarification
'llormalcy".of experienced crisis
Giving self permission to learn

and act on ofte's own behalf'
Identification of pattern of

"turning points"
Clarity about.relationship'of

external events.to internal
changes

Ability to invest in new relation-
ships and be acceptable

f
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Activitiet/Curriculum

lhi12. Values in. men ixperience

Readings:

Man for Himself, by Erich

Yr=
A New Look at Chriitien

Ethics, by Joseph Fletcher

Exercises:

a) "Lived. Moment" -

written description of

personal moral dilemma

and own solution,

b) Paper on values

#3, Perspectives on The Future

Readings:

Future Shock, by Alvin

Tattler

Stall is Beautiful, by

Schumaker

Exercises:

a) "Resourcing" in the

=unity

b) Research,

50

'CHART #1

(continued)

'Adult Developmental Needs /Tasks

Valuetrerciarification

Intellectual intimacy with others

Gaining perspective on relativity of

morality and "oughts" .and "shoulds"

Determining one's own path, recog-

nizing behavior !eared to pleasing

others

Increasing autonomy and "adultness"

,

Gaining new knowledge of social/

political environment .

Developing a sense of self within

history and our society

Viewing life as hopeful

FeAing part of a group and trusting

group members

-46-

Intended Outcomes

Clarity about our values

and their sources

Trusting own intellectual

capacity

Making decisions

Becoming more independent

Recognizing interdepudence

with others

Gaining confidence and

autonomy

Dealing with abstract Ideas

and concepts

Becoming interested in current

events

Generating new energy

Learning how to get what

you need 'in the world,
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Activities/Curriculum

14., Learning as At' its

Readings:

Some Educational

lication of HUM

Psycholor, Vy Abraham

Hallow .

A New Look At Lifelong

Linnign , by William

Chsrland

Learning With the Whole

Brain, by Bob Samples

OUT #1 Y .1

(Continued)

Adult Develoionts1 Neede/Tasks

Identifying options

,Realistir 'self - assessment

Hiking decisions re: school,

work, fiiiily

Prioritizing

Evaluating present resource's

Recognizing own learning style

and coping secludisms

Valuing one's own competence

and ,skills

Exercises:

a) Learning Style

Inventory, David Roll)

b) Group discussion and

transcripting about

Prkject Transition

experience

Drafting resume portion

of ,Advanced Standing

Proposal

d) Learning about UW and

other programs

. 47 .

Intended Outcomes

Chooatig college or program

enter

Choosing' not to retern to college

Preparing applications for

admission and/or Financial Aid

Beginning' Advanced Standing

proposal

Time reorganization

Energy and, resource allocation

Gaining, self.ccmlidence

Increasing autonomy and indepen-

dence

Developing reading and writing

skills
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CHART ii

(Continued)

Activities /Curriculum Adult Dania...ist..../italieede Tasks

Career/Life Planning

Instrumentig

a) Strong-Campbell Inventory

b)

c)

Exercises:

a) Individual counseling

b) Resource location

activities

c) Investigation of job

market and careers

d) Resume preparation and

Advanced Standing credit

proposal draft

Assessment of in rests, skills)

Aptitudes,

Self,-knowledge

Career planning and direction

Decision-making about future

career and preparation

needed

Skills in identifying and

communicating competencies
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Intended Outcomes

Decisions re: school and/or

career path.

Appreciation of own competencies

and potential

Directions for future

to



The final,session of Project Transition provides some interesting research

and evaluation information. The group's discussion is recorded on an audio

cassette. Five items posed in the form of "sentence completion"'are:

1. "Being adult is..."

2. "What I most need to learn now is..."

3. "My expectations of Project Transition were..."

4. "What I valued in Project Transition was..."

5. "What might have been done in the Project was..."

These tapes are then typed into verbatim transcripts. A research team of

project staff persons end consultants individually read the typed transcripts

looking for recurrent themes. The "content analypis" research team then meets

and reviews the results oftheir readings and analyses. These analyses are

being accumulated throughout the project. The results will be viewed along

with information e rived from the three other FIPSE-supported adult learning

projects in the network, the adult development literature and others' experiences,

and will bi' reported at the end of the three- year period.

A second research activity is conducting and taping in- depth, interviews with

four) participants in the project each semester.

!

The allird esearch dimension is the collectibn and analysis of baseline data

cand demogr phic information on all the project participants. This data is

common among all four FIPSE projects in the network and should provide us with

a sizable sample of adult learners from which to draw some conclusions at the

end'of the three-year period (1980).

After one year, Project Transition had served 65 adult learners. Nine of these

students have since b admitted &),and enrolled in the UWW Program at Loretto

-49-
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Heights College. During the second year (1978-79); a follow-up study will

be conducted on the "77-'78 students to determine what they have decided

aboUt returning to college, changing careers or jobs, and other personal

matters. Efforts will be made to assess the effectiveness and impalt of

Project Transition.on these persons' lives', after the passage of some time,
41*

It can be reported, however, that the evaluations and responses to the project

by the participants have largely been very positive. Our faculty and con-

sultants are refining the curriculum and counseling model. The Research

Network is functioningas a collegial group, in spite of the geographical

distance between us. The University Without Walls Admiksions Office now has
rp

two options'to present to potential applicants; and thi number of persons

served by the UWW Program was increased by 65 in one year. The UWW Faculty.

Advisors report that students entering the UWW Program from Project Transi-

tion are very well prepared for self- directed learning.

Recruitment remains.a continuing issue. The involvement of business and

industry, per se, continues to require long term nurturing. More precise

"market data" would be helpful.

The assumptions made in the project's deSign regarding meeting the developmental

needs of adults seem to be holding true. The content of adults' lives and

development offers a potentially powerful base for designing "liberal studies"

programs fox adults. By identifying and utilizing the events and transformations

inherent in adulthood-, academic studies can become both personally and pro-

fessionally relevant. Learning is, in?fact, supported and supportive. And

the quality of individuals' lives appears to be enhanced.

- 50 7
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Having completed Project Transition, the adult learner has experienced

support in the decision-making process, feels less alone, is more self-
.

confident, and is ready to moiVe on. A new itudent role has been tested.

UWW may now be the way to go/to complete the B.A. Six credits have been

transcriptpd. A learning contract haibeen completed. Arrangements for a

.space and time to read and 'study at hort4 have been made. The family

schedule has been ratered to provide for time at'school: For 'some it is

now time to complete the full application to University Without Wallet and

become a degree candidate. Re-entry to college has been accomplished and

the prospects for success seem brighter.

The transition has been bridged. For those deciding to return to college,

the task now is to complete the B.A. degree add begin to behave out stated

goals and objectives, laying the groundwork for a new phase of development

and growth. For 'others, job or career change is next. For yet others,

personal decisions are beginning to take shape. But for all the participants,

something new hai been challenged and conquered. Just how these outcomes have

impacted on each participant's-life is the subject of follow-up studies and

future revirting..



TUE UNIVERSITY WITUAJUT WALLS PROGRAM:

ONE APPROACH TO DESIGNING UNDERGRADUATE DIRIL(INLUSGSAMLEMAD1iLIS

The University Without Walls Program was designed primarily to servo the needs of

non- traditional adult students. Its hallmark is the individualisation of each

person's BA program. It. design Concentrates on the processes of learning.

Almost anY.content area can be approached through these processes, although the

UWW experience at Loretto Heights College indicates that the social sciences,

human services, humanities, arts, management'and business fields are most often

chosen by our students. BA degree requirements Are specified in.terms of 1)

,minimum credit distributions, 2) balances in the BApconceptval design, and 3)

.

. 19.
Cognitive and affective outcomes or Competency coals. Staffing patterns

;..,

provide for the re-definition of the fieulo, vivisor as a facilitator and coord-

inator of degree programs and are based on a eIotse and personal advocacy relation-

Almost

elat on-

Ship with each student.' Learning resources (instructors, courses, semins:s,

\field experiences, etc.) are drawn from many insl:itutions and from a wide vAri

of community resources, in addition to L'..uflieS and independent studies otfered

by on-campus faculty. Emphasis is placed on plannirg.-selecting 4e best resources,

and evaluating theoutcomes of learniag activities. Demonstration of knowledge

and competency gained is the basis of evaluation. The student is a full partrer

wdth the faculty and administration in all aspects of his or her degree program.

It was UWW's intention to design a process which could ine:rease access to higher

education and reduce many of the barriers usually encountered by adult students.

Persons employed full- or part-time, with family and community responsibilities,

limited financial resources, and often living at a distance from the campus
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comprise the population intended to be served. UWW Sescial Projects have

Socused.on special populations and needs within this adult group, such as

inmates, ex- offenders, Navajo mental health workers on the reservation,

ethnic minority persona, persona seeking teacher certification, and rural
20.

residents. The basic program design has been adapted to accommodate special

meads through these Special Projects, but the same elements and processes

as the "core" UWW program can be found in each of the Special Projects.

Chart 111 outlines each of the OW program's processes and procedures, indicat-

i4 soot of the adult developmental needs and tasks to which they relate.

Detailed discussion of each aspect of the program is not intended here.

However, one particularly powerful technique, the Advanced Standing Credit

Evaluation process, will be discussed in some depth.

Advanced Standing Credit Evaluation Process:

Proposing Academic Credit for Prior Non-College LearnIAR

One of the most valuable, and often controversial, aspects of non-traditional

programs for adults is that process which is intended to give recognition to

learning which has taken place prior to the time a etudent is actively registered

and enrolled in a college program. Various labels hive been applied to this

concept, .such as, "credit for life experience", "experiential learning credit",

"prior learning credit", and so on. A growing body of literature describes the

Issues which surround this concept and gives numerous examples of procedures which

have been developed at various institutions.
21.

It is not the intent of this paper

to review procedural issues or to debate the academic validity of the concept of

credit for prior leariling.. ..hat is important to note and to share with others

* See 'pages 59-62.
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within the context of adult development and program design, is the impact

of this process on the adult learner and how it may effectively meet adults'

needs.

In our program, 99Z of the students enter the program with a plan to develop

proposals for Advanced Standing Credit. This process is a major incentive

for enrolling. Gaining such credit holds the promise of shortening the time

for thwcompletion of a degree and of saving money. These are important

incentives, 'given adults' limited timm'and finaicial resources. As a recruit-

ment incentive, the.Advanced Standing process is not to be denigrated nor

underestimated in importance.

Pros an educational point of view, the Advanced Standing process makes real

one of the philosophical underpinnings of the program: namely, that it is the

learning outcomes that are the most significant and the desirable ends of a

degree program, as opposed to the activity inputs, which are often used as the

measures of "educatedness." Carrying out this philosophy brings one quickly

into a confrontation with questions about whether it is necessary to have

delivered, sponsored or supervised learning for such learning to be recognized

amid credentialed. Put another way, we believe that the "where, when, and for

how lotig?" aspects of learning are less significant than the resulting knowledge

and competencies gained by the learner. Since we-are committed to the position

that it is the learner who is central to the educational process and that it is

his or her own learning that must be demonstrated and evaluated by appropriate

experts, documentation and academic credit for learning acquired prior to

enrollment is a logical and useful process to employ.
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This procedure in the University Without Walls program at Loretto Heights College

is lengthy, rigorous, and couple*. It requires that the student review and

reflect on the past and its meaning, write a great deal, orgdnise much material,

conceptualize the relationship between activity and learning, contact many persons,

and coordinate the valuation process. The procedure often takes from six

months to one year to complete. The sections of the Advanced Standing Credit

Proposal are as follows:

- A total proposed B.A. Degree Plan, itemial by subjeCt matter content,

methods of learning, and source of learning, resulting a balance

between depth (Area of Concentration) and breadth (liberal learning)

totalling a minimum of 128 semester credits.

- A Resume - A chronological outline of education, employment, volunteer,

and personal activities relevant to the proposal.

A detailed descriptive Narrative of each subject area being proposed

for credit, including appropriate titles in terms of method and content

and with emphasis on the learning (competencies, knowledge and skills)

which resulted from each experience. This phase, which will eventually

generate the transcript supplement or "course description; requires the

clustering of similar subject.matter often inherent in a variety of

experiences - jobs, olunteer work, reading, etc. - and is the most

challenging and fruitful part of the proposal. This is the aspect of

Advanced Standing where meaning,must be distilled from experiencing.

- Verifications - letters or certificates attesting to the accuracy of

the reported experiences.

- Samples, of. materials or products resulting from thO learning experiences,

such.as paper*, reports, art wort-, and research.
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After drafting and assembling this dOcument, Resource Persons with expertise

in each area being proposed for credit are asked to review the material and meet

for an evaluation and work session. If the proposal is lengthy and for a

substantial number of credits (over 20), a number of sessions, say be required.

The UWW Coordinator of Academic Programs and Research works closely with the

Faculty Advisor and the student thtoughout this process and must be present for

the evaluation sessions.

An oral presentation detailing item by item, is made by the student. Discussion

may result in recommendations for re-organization of the material, title changes,

credit changes, etc. At the completion.of the process and after the credits are

approved, the student writes transcript supplements (brief course description-

like paragraphs) on each item approved for credit and submits them to the program

to be officially recorded by the Registrar.

One of the aspects of this task which is so difficult and so critical Is the .

conversion of activi.ies to academically creditable learnings. This requires

a significant level of abstraction and conceptualization. Many faculty members

have diff4dulty writidg behavioral objectives for theircourses. Our students

must do this in retrospect for the Advanced Standing process and must go a step-

further by converting statements of objectives to statements of demonstrable

outcomes. Our positiowis that.we are not Cving credit for experience or

activity alone, but for the meaning d learning outcomes of the experience.

One can hold the same job forten years and only acquire one set of learnings,

repeating those learnings many times; or, one can learn many new things in a

single position over a one year period.
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Mow, what does this process mean developmentally? Why. is iethat'elmost

every Indust* of the program points to the Advanced Standing process as the

most valuable aspect of the program, while also acknowledging how difficult

it vest

Our suspicions ere that this process specifically meets some of the most

significant needs of adults and helps them through their current transition to

a new "fit" with the world. In a. very real sense, developmental tasks, those

aspects of our growth based on fnternal needs which require new skills in order

to be addressed, are aided. Soie of these adult developmental tasks and out-

comes are:

- An explicit review of one's life, noticing the "marker events" and

"turning points", which made significant differencqs in the course

of events.

Development of written and oral communications skills.

The valuing of one's own experience, life, and learning and the

affirmation of their worth by others.

The recognition of how much one knows and how much one has done.

The resulting self-confidence, self-esteem, and autonomy which come

from completing a difficult task and. being, affirmed and rewarded

by others.

The identification of one's competencies and one's deficiencies.

- .The development of conceptual and organizational skills.

The development of planning and coordinating skills.

The consciousness and explicit statement of one's goals and objertives.

The clarification of one's values.
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- A sense of iientity said senerativity; a acne. of formardmovemeni.

The support of other's for one°s effort., dreams and goals.

- The joy of identifying oneself as a "lifelong learner".

- Clarity about career paths, personal goals and next steps.

If quality education also involves good mental health and affective growth, this.

process provides enormous opportunities for both. IF liberal studies have as,

some of their goals: critical thinking, the ability to analyse and abstract,

the ability to generalise and make judgments, communication skills, self know-

ledge, human liberation, and the encouragement of learning throughout life - -

then this process provides a'wealth of liberal learning experiences, for adults.

If majors*or Area. of Concentration are intended to provide persons with in-depth

study and experience in given field, with probable vocational objectives, thin,

the advancedltandingprocess provides outstanding opportunities to be precise

about levels of competence add areas of deficiency in relation to marketable

career skills.

In a host*of ways, rbis'processas rich with cognitive and affect. re dimensions,

as well as with depth/career and breadth /liberal learning content. It serves

practical needs. It is "adult" and mature in format. And, it can meet the

critericof academic quality and integrity, if carried out with rigor and care.

It is, then, no wonder that our University Without Valli students.find it both

frustrating and satisfying. Its successful completion marks a milestone in the

degree program. It's power as a mechanism for adult growth and transition is

significant.
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UWW/LHC Process and/or Procedure

6. Use of the entire community as

a potential learning resource

(Courses at many colleges,

resource persons as .instructors,

training programs, seminars,

internships, etc.)

7. Use of adjunct faculty or

resource persons (instructor's;

college faculty or professionals,

selected for their experti'se).

8. Personalizedevaluati6n: group,

oral, and demonstration of

competencies

9. Transcript Supplements (course

description written by the stu-

dent on each learning experi-

ence each semester)

11
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(COntinued)

Adult DivelOnmental Need /Task

Gaining knowledge of the ,academic world

and of world Of work; identifying

options; underlstaiding community.

systems; new career/job opportunities

and experiences; widening learning

options; meeting new people

heeds for mentors and role- models; needs

for gaining new knowledge and competence;

needs for widening circle of contacts

If

Honest evaluation of achievement,

affirmation by others, and self-

evaluation needs for success; gaining

support and mature judgment of respected

others

Writing skills; need for mecha

review and statement of what

occured; documentation skill
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, Intended Outcome

Potential job/career entry; puts

student "in charge" of, own

choices, as a selective consumer:.

self-confidence in seeking what

one needs; building contacts vd

relationships for career directionE

P

Confidence in ca: ing upon importaot

persons and asking for what oh

needs; new opportunities for mohtor

ing and role-model selection; gain-

ing a professional advocate; enhoc

respect for "successful" real life

career professionals and gives

insight into their careers and

education: contacts for new jobs

and careers.

Assessment of one's own competent ;es

and achievements, explicitness,

consiousness and awareness of

cognitive and affective learn1D,.

as seen by self and others; mill-

inating ability

Explicitness, consciousness of what

one has done; skill in reporting

on one's own behalf, to be read

by.others'(graduate school's,

employers, etc.)



UWW/LHC Process and/or Procedure

10, Advanced Standing Credit

Evaluation for assessment of

non-college prior learning

(written proposals and,convening

of .evaluation committee)

Pre-degree Review (session to

review B.A. degree program in

terms of balances, require-

ments, and future goals); areas

analysis:

a) balance of theoretical and

practical 'experiential

learning

b) A variety of methods of

learning (courses, inde-

pendent studies, field

project and, special

seminars)

c) Breadth (liberal studies,

minimum 43 cr.) and Depth

(Area of Concentration,

minimum 30 cr,)
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CHART #Il

(Continued)

Adult Develo mental Ne Task

Identification of wbethwhile a cts of

one's life which are'valued others

and by an institution (in the form of

academic credit); self-confidence

building; practical ability to document

and report about one's life; time

saving; "time running out", money

saving; resume development

Intended Outcome

Self assessment skills and apprecia-

tion of ,own competencies; skills

in writinta resume in both

chronological and competency terms;

shorten time for degree completion;

writing-and oral skills; conceptual

ability to convert activities to

competencies and learnings; co-

ordinating and organizing 'skills.

Techniques for reflection andanalysis; . Critical thinking skills; written

match of personal views to "world abd oral communication skills;

view"; plan for the future
, cognitive, and affective growth,

Appreciation for knoWing "why" as well

as); to"

Knowledge of own learning styles; needs

for intimacy, needs for group inter-

action, needs for privacy

r

Learning relevant to the vocational,

personal, civic and leisure aspects of

life; need for integration .and wholeness

and ego integrity

i, 1

Increased c eer competence, vocatiou,r,Ile

al rel0 e; skills in reflection

and "w6";..job placement; imiediate!

entry into labor market

Experience with aloneness; one-to-one

study, group study; learning about

/
one's own best earning style; ,,

creating habit of life-long leaik-.

ing or generativity (vs. stagnation)

Balanced classical B.A. degree; sym-

bolizing "the educated peison".,'

prepared for the world of work



UWWILIIC Process and/Or Procedure

12. Degree Review

a) Major Work

b) UWW Permanent File

4) Degree Summary

d) Reflections (written or oral

comment synthesizing all

program elements, with

emphaltis on affective,

domain)
t
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CRART #II

(Continued)

Adult Development Need/Task

Closuri; integration, celebration

and ritual for "marker event";

sharing accomplishments with

caring and significant others.

"fit" of self with activities

and world

Intended Outlomes

Integration; prioritization;

synthesis; skill reflection on

meaning of activities; affirma-

tion and assertion of self in

presence of supportive others,

self-confidence; B.A. degree

completion; celebration of

,accomplishment oof goal; prajerfion

for the future and assumption J

responsibility for self - direct a,

life-long learning. Ausense of

wholeness.
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CONCLUSIONS;

Twenty Organizing Principles for Program Design

-Rooted in the Life Stages and Learning Interests of Adults

The focus of this paper has been the adult learner. In describing some of the

elements and programmatic responses of the University Without Walls Program at

Loretto Heights College to the needs of adults, this writer has attempted to

show the linkages between program design and the developmentally-based learning

needs of adults.

The twenty Organizing Principles for Program Design presented here have emerged

from examining some of the literature and research on adult development, slinking

theories to our program design, and extracting those principles which have become

apparent from our eight-year program experience.

Although we make no claim for the universality of these Organizing Principles,

we do view them as significant guidelines for designing and evaluating educational

programs which intend to serve adult learners. Further, we believe that the field

of adult development, as it relates to post-secondary education,. is just now

begtnning to provide powerful, clues to educators. As population data and enroll

moot projections continue to orecapt deCreases in the traditional, college-age,

population and many institutio s turn their attention to the potential of the

adult learner "market", it be omen especially important to increase our under-

standing of adult life an learning interests; Only by doing so will we be able

to develop appropriate standards by which to evaluate such programs. Only by

doing so will we be able to help and'train faculty to meet the needs of adults.

And, only by doing so will we be able to design and Implement quality programs

Which truly 'serve the needs of:adults.



TWENTY ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES FOR PROGRAM DESIGN

1. Progracis for adults and institutions serving adults must-be enabling

and flexible and provide for maximum individualization.

2. Programs for adults must have as their aims both the acquisition of new

knowledge and credentials and the enhancement of the quality and meaning

of life.

3. Change must be viewed as a precondition for learning. The most potent

"teachable moments" for adults' learning are periods of internal transition

and external "marker event" changes.

4. In additio'n to insights gained from the research and literature on adult

development and learning, our own lives and those of our colleagues and

friend* hold significant implications for program design.

5. Attitudes of equality, mutuality and shared learning are necessary

ingredients .for successful relationships between adult program faculty,

staff. and students.

6. Adult program designs can and should accommodate a wide variety of motive-

4."

time, adult transitions, and developmental stages.

7. Faculty and staff must be alert to persons who view institutions as objects

to be manipulated-and conned.tor their own purposes.

8. The ability to take abuse and say "no ", must be developed by adult program

faculty and staff.

9. Programs for adults must find a balance between only serving persona of

higntompetence-who exhibit .life styles and values much like our own and

continuing to take risks, believing in the human potential for change and

growth through education. This balance must insure high standards of

quality while guarding against elitism, and continue to provide avenues
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of access for those prelusly disenfranchised from the benefits of

higher education.

10. Because there are a variety of motivations for adults' enrollment in

colleges; programs must seek to identify those motivations at tilt.

ad, ..sion; level and to provide maximum flexibility and individualiza-

tion in meeting the developmental and learning needs of a diversity of

adult students. Some areas needing flexible approaches are:'how, when,

where and with whom learning may take place for It to be creditable and

part of a quatity.degree program. Time and calendar are especially

important variables in designing programs for adults.

11. Academic urriculum designs for adults must provide locations and

phypical nvironments appropriate for adults.

12. Academ curriculum designs must provide for combinations of liberal
Irt

studies and ma ors breadth and de th as well as thhretical and

experiential learning opportunities in varied sequences in order to

meet adults' developmental needs.

13. Faculty and resources wbilapiiSide instruction f,)r adult learners must

view their roles as a ual and mutual, avoii, . :.4rehical relationahips

with 'the adult. Aearner.

.

14. The changing nature womens! lives and the high proportion of women

returning to colleges in adult programs require that our program designs

take care to account both far the socialization affects and the value

orientations of women in order to'eet'the needs of women as adult students.
.

15. In viewing the adult development literature a the "quality of life"issues
Te,

facing our society, we must be careful not to gatively reinforce those

1.1

typically female characteristics and skills which have value for the entire'

culture, as we seek increased access and equity for women in(educatioryand

In the world of work. -
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16. The external, tvents and internal transformatioo,t aspects of adult-

hood have the potential to give us insight into the dynamics of adult

development and adult learning. Educational programs which have their

conceptual roots in these areas of major concern to adult students

point to new directions in curriculum and program designs, which can

best meet adults' needs and define appropriate liberal studied for

adult learners.

17.. If education is viewed as a process and is on-going throughout life, then
tht

adult program design must be'process-oriented, whereby the processes

utilized help'adult students.to learn skills which will be of value

throughout life, such as planning, coordinating, selecting, communicating,

decision-making, critical thinking, value selecting, confidence and

competence building, etc.
a

18. Curriculum and content must seek congruence between the ideals and goals

of the institution and the realities of the worlds of work, family and

community. Liberal learning and career preparation are mutually dependent

and should meet the adult, learner where he or she is, 'aiding in the

acquisition of knowledge and skills appropriate for ourfast-changing,

complex contemporary society and for the future.

19. Adult degree programs built around. processes which trust and rely on

students to be self-directed and responsible for. their own learning

support growth and development and can lead to gr ater autonomy, competence,

and maturity. A match between the program's design and adult developmental

needs is essential to achieve both quality of oqtcomes and appropriateness'

of "fit" between the learner and the program.

20. Programs designed to serve adults must deal in sophisticated ways with

basic developmentaesues and profound philoiophical issues, which

-. 66.-
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encompass the very meaning of life itself. If programs are able to

seize this challenge, we have the'potential of building the foundation

of a.true learning society. We pan lay the basis for a culture which
I .

values recurrent'and continuing learning throughout life as one mean
0

for enhancing the quality of life and for developing the skills necessary

to cope with an

who hold strong

can do no less.

r

uncertain, complex, and changing future. For those of us

beliefs about the power of education and learning, we
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THE CHALLEME

One perspective on the trends of the past (44s decades and a projection

into the future is this:

The 1960's were an era of access and choice, During this periods characterized

mainly as the "civil rights era ", previously disenfranchised groups of persons

in our society sought access to the fruits of mainstream American life. In

all arenas of domestic concern, people clamored for "a way in". Overt conflict

with and challenge to our institutions created new legislation to insure the

'rights of access to each American. This was a time devoted to laying the

. legal groundwork for equality of opportunity. It was also a decade focused'

on quantity. The challenges were defined in terms of numbers, not necessarily

of meaning.

440

TOward the end of the '60's, the issues catalyzed by the Vietnam War caused

a major examination of our values and lifestyles. With access and choice

legally protected, we questioned the meaning of that access and choice and

sought to re-organize our institutions and agencies to insure equity. We also

experienced major value conflisajn society. Throughout the '70's, the women's

movement, the sfterasth of the Vietnam war and the disillusionment of

Watergate combined to give us a sense of drift.

As we enter the '80's, it appears that we are now concerned with issues of

quality. Both the media and our private conversations are dominated with

concerts such as: the quality of education, the quality of the environment, the
.

quality of work, and the quality of relationships, - in short, the quality of

4
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Wm. What ImmYs on the surface, appear to be a continuance of cOnfusion,

conservatism, and pessimism seems actually to be a hopeful articulation of.

desired values, focusing on our concern for the meaning of our affluence,

oppollunity, and equality.

If we accept this analysis and if we organize ourselves to increase the

quality of our lives,, then ihr '90's any bra decade of humanism and

technology. For we arc beginning to get a handle on what the relationships

between technological advance and humanistic values must be in order to

avert society's domination by non-humanistic science and bureaucratic

.complexity.

The sociological pendulum continues its cyclical swings. We have conflict,

legislative resolution, admiuistrative re- organization, leolementation, and

new issues which cause vet another conflict. These societal stages and

transitions are not unlike those we experience throughout our own individual

adult lives. A developmental perspective is useful in interpreting societal

changes as well as individual, change.

Each decade, each transition, there*
. brings with it's sense of crisis,

but also may be viewed optimistically dh a period of learning opportunity.

It,is this optimistic view change as learning opportunity which must

dominate education. Only in this way will de be able to pursue education

as an enterprise of hope, rooted in an optimism about our future. as

and as a society:.

It is my ballet that the most siolficant,and ongoing questions in life

in every decade and era are 'and always have been:

"Who an I?"
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"To what groups do 1 belong ? " " and

"Hoe'de 1 function?"

Self, others, and work. These are the philosophical preoccup.11:ons of

human life. Each of our lives are made up of the search for the answers

to these questions. The seerch is never-ending; and the avers keep

changing, as we move through each life picric, each life stoat, and each

life transition.

If colleges and schools at going to he effective an successt41
00

f 4
fulfilling their missions an in attracting and 'serving adults, they will

, aid young pebple and older edulls in their searches for the answer*

to these questions.

4 To do less -- to develop purely instrumental, expedient curriculum which

leads only.to a certificate of attendance without providing for the processes

and relationships that matter significantly is.to miss the whp, point.

We must pay attention to child growth and development. to youth seeking

maturity, to adult development and adult trantaIons, to our own needs and
A

those of our peers, and to the changes in the society around us. And if we

can do this well; we will by living out our own, rbetoric of life-long,

learning. 144 will then be able to create institutions that truly wafter in

peoples' lives. We will be able to impact o% the quality of life'in Anerica.

Met will then move toward creatinf a trui'learning society, capdble'of coping

with an uncertain sod complei future, combining our humanism with our technology.

It we can learn how to do this. we will insure that the educator's role will be

one 'of bringing a new authenticity of quality to our inherent equality, to our

Institutions, and to the lives of .the' persons we serve,

- U) - '41*
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FOOTNOTES

Some of the ideas in this paper were part of a presentation at
the 33rd tional'Conference,of the American Association. on
Higher Edu atton, held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel In Chicago,
Illinois o March 10, 1978. The presentation was entitled,
Life Stages and Learniftg_Interestes. The presenters were:
carol Stoel, Program Officer, Fund for the Improvement of
Post Secondary Education; Rita,Weathersby, Boston Center for
Religion and Psychotherapy and University of New Hampshire;
Virginia Leeter, President, Mary Baldwin College; and Elinor
Greenberg, Director, University WiLhoUt Walls and Other Special
rrograms, Loretto Heights College.

2 University Without Walls/Loretto Heights College-Special Projects
(partial list):

n.

Teacher Corps Corrections/Yough Advocacy,
LEAA/Youth Advocacy
FIPSE/Project "'ransition
U.S. Public Health Service/Navajo Mental Health Project
USOE/Special-Services
Colorado Bi-Centennial Commission/Minority SCholars Project
Title I/Community Service/Gerontglogy/Communications/Planning
Competency-Based Teacher Education
Students -at -a- Distance Project
3 Credit Option

3 Sheehy, Gail. Passages. E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc. New York. 1974.
1976.

4 Loevinger, Jane. Ego Development: Conceptions and Theories. Jossey-
Bass.. San Francisco. 1976.

'S Kolb, David. Learning Style Inventory. McBer & C6. Boston. 1976.

6 Weathersby, Rita., A Developmental Perspective on Adults' Uses of
Pormal Education. Doctoral Dissertation.. Harvard University,
Graduate School of Education. C,bridge, Massachusetts. 1977.

7 University' Without Wails /Loretto Hefts College/Areas of
Concentration - Examples:

Art Education
Early Childhood Development
Pre-Trial Justice
Communications
Scandanavian Language and Literature
Comparative Health Planning
English /Creative Writing
Accoe,ting
Art/Porsemanshi,
HumantLies/Music



Psychology hind Counsel ing
Bissinega Administration
Sociology
Human Services Administration
English
Theatre
Social Sciences/Secondary Education
Special tducntiun

8 University Without Walls/Lorett Heights Col'iwe/Methods of
Learning. UWW Research Report, 1975-1976.

Theoretical.

Regular Courties-
Seminar-in-the-Field'
Independent Reading

and Ciienrch

Total

23.4%
17 .8%

20.7%

:eriential

Independent Field
'Projects

Theoretical and
Experiential

Total

9 University Without Walls/Loretta Heights College/Bachelo of Arts
Degree Requirements and Credit Minimums. Handbook. 1979.

Credits - RequiromfInts

Minimum 128 semester hours
Minimum 30 consecutive final credits at UWW/LHC
Mit.iimum 30 semester credits in depth/Area of Concentration
Minimum 43 semester credits in breadth/Liberal Studies

Competencies - Desired Outcomes
Cognitive

1. Demonstrated
2. Demonstrated
3. Demonstrated

competence in depth/Area of,ConcentratiOn
competence in breadth/areas of Liberal Studies
communication skills (oral and written)

Affective
1. ,Demonstrated personal growth and mature development
2. remonstrated ability to plan,'set,goals, meet them,

and be evaluated by others
3. Demonstrated initiat ,e, creativity, independence.and

self-:evaluative skills
4. Demonstrated self-directed and collaborative-learning

skills-
5. Demonstrated service to others

Balances and Mixes - The Whole Degree
Theory and Practice
Depth and Breadth
Cognitive and Affective
Mix of Learning Resources

-72-
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methods of learning
content of learning
domains of learning,,
sources of learning



10 University Without Walls/Loretto Heights College/Advanced
Standing Credit. Admissions matorigl. 1979. .

If students wigh.to propose to receive academic credit for
prior learning acquired outside the traditionalicollege class-
room, they may do so through the Advanced Standing Crept
Evaluation process. After entering the program, the student
prepares a proposal documenting past legrning experiences% and
demonstrating the scope and depth of the prior learning.
Advanced'Standing Credit Evaluation guidelines are available
upon request to assist atudenta n the preparation of these
proposals. The UWW facuiy advisor and thvCodrdinator of
Academic Programs and Research also support and assist the
student in this process. The student convenes an Advanced
Standing Credit Evaluation Committee to evaluate the proposal
and to approve or revise the proposed number of credits,

11/. University Without Walls/Loretto Heights College/Admissions
Application: 1979. Characteristics:
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flexibility
creativity /

assertiveness.
toleranCe for ambiguity
self-evaluative ability

Initiative
risk-taking ability
open-mindedness
coliaborativeness
resoureefuln3ss

12 University. Without Walls' /Loretto Heights
C

curiosity
questioning of assumptions
integrity
self-awareness
independence.

Co/Iege/Pzoject Transition

Partially supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary
Education for three years, 19771'1980. .A our month, six semester
credit re-entry adult liberal learnim perience. Four seminars:
01 The Psychology of Adulthood; #2 Val, in Ihiman Experience; #3
Perspectives on the_Future;.#4 Learning-as Adults; individualized
career/life planning.

13 University Withoatyalls/Loretto,Hedghts College/Degree Approval
Process. Handbook, 1979. Feqr points of approlal:

In admissions application - tentative degree plan
At 60 credits or at Advanced Standing Evaluation, whichever
comes first - approved degree plan
At Pre - Degree Review. In the final semester, at leant
eight weeks prior to Degree RevieW L completed degree plan
review and approval of proposal fdr the major work,
At !we've Review, the final ceaebrition/grbduation - final
approval of degree summary

14 Levinson, Aani, 1. The Seasons.of a Man's Life. Alfred A. Knopf.
New York. 1978.

15 Loevinger, Jane. Ibid.
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16 Pifer, Alan. Women wollsbauemaxd a New Society.. 197'6 Annual
Report, Carnegie Corporation of New York, 437 Madison Avenue:,
New York.

M1242.1imine. August, 1978. "Who is The Kcal Family?" tcoM
Yanklovich Monitor Study 1977 and U.S. Statistical Abstract
1977.

17 Kohlberg, Lawrence. "Stages of Moral. Reasoning". The Journal
of Phildsophy. October 25,- 1473.

Loevinger,. Jane. Ibid.

Maslow, Abraham. Toward a Psychology of Being (2nd Edition).
Princeton, New iosrsey. D. Van Nostrand. 1Q68.

. "Some Educatipnal Implications of the Human/ c
Psychologies". Brandeis Univesity. Waltham, Massachusetts.

18 Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education Research
Network Participants: Mary Baldwin College, Adult Degree Program:
Vermont External Degree Program; Clark University, COPACE;
Loretto Heights College; University Without Walls, Project
Transition.

19. University Without Walls /Loretto Heights College/Bachelor of Arts
Degree Requirements and Credit Minimums (see #9)

20 University Without Walls/Loretto Heights College/Special Projects
(See 02)

21 Meyer, Peter. Awarding College Credit for Non-College Learning.
Jossey-Bass. San Francisco. 1975.

Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning. (CAEL).
Publicatioas. American City Building. Columbia, Maryland 21044.
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